
 
 
 

Is a dynamic and  strategically unique
Engineering and Specialized Technology

Services firm focused on providing
unparalleled support, guidance, and

precise technical documentation for our
valued clients. 

 
Our diversified team is purpose-built with

the highest caliber subject matter experts,
assembled specifically for their passion
and abilities, and all sharing a common

goal of exceeding expectations while
navigating the unique challenges on any

critical technology deployment.  
 

Our goal is to act as an empowered
extension of your project team, an

effective element of force multiplication,
and as a dedicated advocate ensuring that
your organizational goals are always held

in principality.  
 

Our success is a direct result of our
superior client support; from Planning 

 and Managed Budgeting, through
Implementation and Close-out, and

beyond. Commsult is continually
recognized for the quality of our

construction documents, specifications, 
and day-to-day support - resulting in

efficiencies that translate to both time and
cost savings for our valued clients.  

 
Our core product is our accurate

translation of your goals to your custom
deliverable content or programs, and our

industry-leading support ensures the
success of the entire project from concept

to completion  - and is among the key
reasons why we maintain such remarkable

& long-standing client relationships. 
 
 

We deliver support from the perspective of a
seasoned partner; battle-tested and fully prepared
to ensure that you can be empowered enough to
see to your day-to-day operations - and
comfortably lend sufficient attention to the task at
hand.  
    
With thousands of successfully exacted projects
and countless client standardization processes
delivered - Commsult is proud of it's collective
ability to help deftly navigate the dynamic
landscapes that will certainly develop around your
projects and initiatives.  

The leadership, engagement, and support that our
team provides along the way are among the key
cornerstones of our success, and is at the core of
why Commsult is often the first design &
engineering partner at the table.     

ADVANTAGECOMMSULT 

EXPERIENCE 

By partnering with Commsult, clients have a single
dependable resource to provide subject matter
expertise on a variety of levels, on a multitude of
specialty disciplines, and across all strata of
technical deployments.   

 Our philosophy is to always keep the clients’
interest in primary presence while working
together to meet the toughest challenges.
Throughout the design and construction process,
we manage divergent interests, control the
budget and schedule, and add value by identifying
strategic alternatives to achieve the highest
potential results - and at the lowest feasible cost.  

Successful projects rely on sound, smart decision-
making, and Commsult professionals have the
experience to  manage both the processes and
the people involved. By continually expanding our
superior relationships with service contractors,
architects, engineers, space planners, integration
vendors, and endless other 3rd party firms on the
fore-front of developing  new systems and
infrastructure - Commsult can assure our valued
clients that they are always receiving the highest
quality of service, most resilient product at the
best value, and a truly experienced design and
management partner.   

FIRM OVERVIEW



Commsult's services are fully scalable and
modular so that we may provide the benefits of

our participation while preserving your budgetary
spend.  When multiple concurrent Commsult

services are paired, we will perform a full analysis
to evaluate potential synergies and translate

those efficiencies to proactively identify each and
every opportunity to maximize your investment. 

Similar granularity is even extended to the
precision documentation, drawings, and

deliverables that we customize for every project -
as we offer flexible document configuration

options to provide precisely what you need to
advance your organizational goals. 

The common goal of every critical technology
deployment is smooth, effective, and satisfying

implementation - but the harsh reality is that this
may just be furthest extent of project-to-project

similarities. 

New construction, retrofits, asset consolidations,
incremental spacial re-configurations, or any other

technological deployments all present unique
challenges or may even present unseen

opportunities to preserve existing operational
investments. Your organization also has their own
unique funding challenges, methods, stakeholder

personalities, and over-arching goals. 

These goals often vary between each business unit,
each individual advisory asset, operating location,

business & compliance drivers, etc... all creating
outcomes that are so remarkably diverse that the

most common similarity is often the "post-
completion" recognition of the benefits provided by
proactive planning, intelligently crafted work-flows,
and the precise force multiplication as delivered by

your Commsult Group project team.  

FIRM OVERVIEW
CORE SERVICES

CONSULTING - DESIGN - ENGINEERING 

STRUCTURED CABLING & INFRASTRUCTURE 
     IT\Data Networks             
     Data Center Design                   
     Mission Critical Infrastucture 
     DAS 
      
ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS     
     Surveillance\CCTV 
     Electronic Access Control 
     Intrusion & Monitoring  
     Threat Assessment\Penetration Testing 
     Electronic & Architectural Door Hardware 

AUDIO \ VISUAL SYSTEMS  
     Conference\Town-Hall\Meeting Spaces 
     Media Distribution\CATV 
     Digital Signage 
     Lighting and Control 
     Infrastructure 
     Sound Masking & Suppression 

ACOUSTICAL & VIBRATION 

SYSTEM INSPECTIONS 

SITE VIABILITY STUDIES\DUE DILIGENCE  

MIGRATION\DEPLOYMENT PLANNING 

MANAGED BUDGETING\FISCAL MODELLING  

EMBEDDED STAFFING  

ON-SITE PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

TECHNOLOGY REPRESENTATION 
     Audio\Visual 
     Electronic Security and Hardware 
     Structured Cabling & Infrastructure  

VENDOR & CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION

MANAGEMENT - STAFFING -  
STAKEHOLDER AUGMENTATION

SHARED GOALS

TAILORED TO FIT



AIG Global Trading Corp.   
American Financial Group   
Bank of America 
Bank of New York   
BASF 
Barclays Capital 
Bayer  
Becton Dickinson  
Celgene 
Charles Schwab 
COACH 
ConEdison 
Deloitte 
Deutsche Bank 
US DEP 
GAF 
Goldman Sachs  
GlaxoSmithKline      
IBM 
JetBlue Airways   
JPMorgan Chase  

THE COMPANY WE KEEP

While client-direct engagements are our
primary means of new project or program

establishment, Commsult also maintains
many professional alignments with diversified

and superior advisory firms in the local,
national, and international markets. 

If your (already on-going) project activities
have lead to your initial introduction to the

Commsult team, we may have been invited to
participate by one of these valued partners. 

In these scenarios, there is a likelihood that
the project or program may be exiting its'

infancy or quickly progressing per the
milestones and work-plans as designed. One
of the many other reasons why we may have

been invited to provide our services is
because we are adept in seamlessly

integrating into the broader project teams,
while being adept at maximizing our efforts

to accelerate and equalize progress
disparities. 

    

For more information regarding our
capabilities or for specific information
related to this proposal\project, please

contact:  
 
 

Shaun Mulligan - Director 
Commsult Group, LP 
201.792.2008 x 1050 

smulligan@commsult.com 
 
 

Ken Schirripa - Principal Partner 
Commsult Group, LP 
201.792.2008 x 1011 

kschirripa@commsult.com  
 

200 South Ave East, Suite 203 
Cranford, NJ 07016 

 
 

   www.commsult.com 
 

Our principal founders started Commsult in
1994, with 4 engineers sharing one drafting
desk in the NY Metro geography.     

As we've continued to grow and define our
successes for the past 25 years, our valued
clients and partners have always been able
to depend on Commsult to develop, deliver,
and implement solutions in accordance with
their unique organizational goals.   

As our clients grow and expand into new
markets, Commsult continues to eagerly 
support them in all of their endeavors.  

Today Commsult operates seamlessly within
established and emerging global markets,
and has continued to deliver regardless of
the regional complexities or international
trade barriers.  Our experiences in delivering
"globally standardized" technology platforms
surely translates to tangible client benefits,
and our process guidance ensures that our
project approach is always proactive, and
never merely reactive.  

FIRM OVERVIEW

Merrill Lynch 
Montefiore Hospital 

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius  
Morgan Stanley 

Microsoft 
New York University – NYU

Noven Pharmaceuticals 
National Basketball PA 

NYPD 
Pfizer Inc. 

Prager, Sealy & Co. LLC
Schwab Capital Markets

Sheppard Mullin Richter & 
Hampton LLP 
TD Securities 

TIAA-CREF 
T. Rowe Price 

Union County Correctional 
United Bank of Switzerland 

UBS PaineWebber 
UPS 

 
 
 

GLOBAL REACH RAPID ACCELERATION

COMMSULT CONTACT


